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Original reggae rock form the big island of Hawai'i. 14 MP3 Songs WORLD: Reggae, REGGAE: Reggae

rock Details: Mixjah is an energetic and original reggae-rock band from the Big Island of Hawai'i. Through

blending many musical generes such as reggae, punk, hip-hop, island and rock, Mixjah has created a

truely unique sound. Having played together as a cohesive unit since 1999, Mixjah has developed a

reputation as being one of Hawaii's hottest party bands. Mixjah's live shows are truely an uplifting musical

experience filled with the aloha spirit and good vibes, that comes naturally for these Pacific island men.

Mixjah has played alongside many of the top international reggae artisits such as UB40, The Wailers,

Don Carlos, Morgan Heritage, Yellowman, Eek A Mouse, Gregory Issacs, Inner Circle, and Katchafire.

Mixjah released their debut CD entitled "Got To Be Heard" in January of 2006. Immediately the title track

went to number one on Hawaii Island radio stations and remained in the top position for nearly two

months. Since that time, over half the songs from the album have gone into heavy rotation on various

radio stations throughout the state of Hawaii. "Got To Be Heard" consists of 14 original track. Don't miss

the hidden bonus track at the end of the CD, "Breathe". The songs on this album cover a wide range of

topics ranging from falling in love to breaking up with the one you love. Having a good time with friends,

political and environmental awareness, songs for our children, and last but not least, the power of the

music are just some of the subjects Mixjah sings about on this all original album Mixjah is currently

preparing to record their second CD, which will again feature all original material and will be released

under their own record label, Mixjah Music. Mixjah is seeking to take their music across the Pacific Ocean

and beyond. If you have an opportunity to attend a live show, or listen to the recordings, we invite you to

enjoy the Mixjah experience!
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